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ABSTRACT
In many different multiagent domains that require coop-
eration, success of the agents is heavily dependent on the
communication between the agents. For better team per-
formance, shaping individual rewards is essential. As a re-
ward shaping method, difference rewards have shown previ-
ous success on many different domains, but the communi-
cation requirements are high. This paper defines the set of
environment variables on which the agent’s reward on the
system depends. The definition is used to separate the in-
formation needed for the difference reward from the rest of
the information about the environment. This concept of the
effective area of an agent is explained with an example from
the stateless gridworld domain. The experiments show that
the performance of the agents with difference reward de-
pends on the amount of information on their effective area.
Moreover, if the communication method is designed care-
fully, the agents can have same quality of reward with 1%
to 10% communication.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning cooperation is a challenging but key problem in

many real world applications. To learn cooperation, reward
shaping is a highly preferable method to provide better feed-
back to each individual agent of the system [?, ?]. Difference
rewards are reward shaping methods successfully used in
many different domains such as air traffic, robot navigation,
data routing [?, ?, ?] . Previous work shows that difference
rewards increase the converged behavior and learning time
of the agents to a better policy than traditional local and
global rewards [?]. However, difference rewards are highly
dependent on the amount of information and communica-
tion about the environment.

In order to collectively optimize system performance, agents
need to communicate with each other and share information
about the state of the system. However, as the size of the
system and the number of agents become increasingly large,

the amount of communication and information sharing re-
quired quickly becomes problematic. This is especially true
when using difference rewards, because of the fact that cal-
culations differ for every agent in the system.

In this paper, the problem stated above is addressed by
lowering the communication requirements of the difference
reward while keeping same performance. The paper defines
the critical set of system variables required for the difference
reward. This definition distinguishes the difference between
quality and quantity of the information and defines the re-
quired communication area to get same performance of the
difference reward with less communication.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 contains the required background knowledge. Sec-
tion 3 defines the problem of communication requirements
in Multiagent Systems. Next, Section 4 introduces stateless
gridworld domain that is used both to explain the concepts
and to experiment. Section 5 contains the approach used
and Section 6 shows the results of the given approach. Sec-
tion 7 ends the paper with conclusions of the research and
future research directions.

2. BACKGROUND
Multiagent Systems (MAS) have successful applications

on many real world domains such as air traffic, data routing
or robot coordination. Learning in MAS provides benefits
such as adaptation to dynamic environments or being more
robust to failures . From learning perspective, in a MAS,
multiple agents interact by sensing the environment and tak-
ing actions. As each agent’s action effect the other agents’
performances and rewards, the problem has increased com-
plexity than a single agent system. Moreover as the other
agents behaviors change over time, the environment is highly
dynamic. The agents have to learn to cooperate in addition
to learn the domain. Because of these reasons, there are
many approaches to modify usual learning methods to MAS
[?].

From the learning algorithm perspective, although it was
developed as a single agent learning algorithm, Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) is a successful approach to MAL as
long as the rewards are set up correctly [?]. In RL, the
agents learn from their interactions with the environment
by sensing and acting [?]. The agents and the environment
are in a loop where at every timestep t the agent senses the
environment with state st, takes an action at and gets the
feedback (reward) of the previous time step rt−1. In this
loop, the agents try to learn to take actions that maximizes
the feedback that they get.



In some multiagent problems the environment consists of
the agents but the agents do not sense the state of the en-
vironment. These problems are called stateless problems
where the agents take actions and get the reward at every
timestep. The goal of the agents is to learn to maximize their
reward by learning to adapt to the other agents. Bar prob-
lem or congestion domain are good examples to these type
of problems [?]. These problems do not have a state space
problem and provide simpler testbed for learning methods.
The general learning rule that is used for the stateless learn-
ing agents are: V (a)← (1−α)V (a)+αR where V (a) is the
value of taking the action a, α is the learning rate and R is
the reward of the agent for taking the action a. This paper
uses a Stateless Gridworld Problem presented in following
sections to both explain and validate the introduced idea.

From type of goal perspective, multiagent problems can
be divided into two categories such as Cooperative and Com-
petitive. Cooperative problems are a subfield of multiagent
learning problems where the agents try to learn to increase
global system (or team) utility by collaborating with each
other [?]. There are many different approaches to develop
cooperative algorithms such as joint learners, game theory
and hierarchical learning methods [?]. Another method for
cooperation is shaping the reward of the individual agents,
such that maximizing individual rewards will result in coop-
eration of the agents [?, ?]. To be able to work on reward
shaping methods, next subsections explain different types of
rewards and a the difference reward as a successful method
for cooperation problems.

2.1 Team Goals and Individual Rewards
Rewards are essential part of the reinforcement learning

problems. In cooperative problems, the agents act individ-
ually, but their goal is to cooperate and increase the team
reward. To provide each agent, there are two trivial types of
reward: Global which represents global utility of the team
and Local which represents individual effort of the agent
itself.

Previous work shows that providing global utility to the
agents will not provide the optimal behavior for the learning
agents, because an agent can not distinguish the impact of
its action on the reward it receives.[?].

Another strategy for reward structure is to provide local
reward to every individual agent. Local reward is the feed-
back to the agent depending only on its own action. How-
ever, with a local reward, there are no guarantees that the
agents actions promote good system behavior.

2.2 Factoredness and Difference Reward
As seen in previous section, the agents that use the global

reward (G) and the local reward (L) do not guarantee suc-
cess for the team. This behavior is explained with two con-
cepts: Factoredness and Learnability. Degree of factored-
ness of a reward defines the proportion of the individual
rewards that are aligned with the global reward. This al-
lows to measure if a different action of the agent results in
a better global reward, also results in an increase in the
individual reward that it gets. Formally it is defined as:
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Where the states z and z′ only differ in the state of agent
i, and u[x] is the unit step function, equal to 1 if x > 0.
This definition keeps track of the cases where the change in
the individual reward gi(z) − gi(z

′) and the system reward
G(z)−G(z′) have the same sign. In addition to factoredness,
another metric used is learnability. It measures the effect of
the agent on the reward. Because it is not in the context of
this paper, we omit, but the details can be found in [?].

Considering the concepts explained above, the local re-
ward is highly learnable but less factored, and global reward
is perfectly factored but not highly learnable. To overcome
problems of these two rewards, Difference Reward (D) is a
shaped reward that is defined to be more learnable than
global reward and more factored than local reward. It is
defined as:

Di ≡ G(z)−G(z − zi + ci) , (2)

Where first term G(z) is the global reward of the state
z, second term G(z − zi + ci) is the global reward of the
system where the agent i is taken out and is replaced by an
absorbing action. Subtraction of second term from the first
term gives the effect of the agent on the system. It is shown
to perform better than G and L in many different domains
such as [?, ?].

Despite its success, there are some disadvantages of using
difference reward: Either the agents or the system should be
able to calculate the global reward of the agent. When it is
possible for the centralized system to calculate it, it requires
recalculation of the global reward without the agent for ev-
ery agent in the system. If it is calculated by every agent
itself, the agents have to observe all the environment and ev-
ery other agent in the domain or they have to communicate
about their actions or states.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As discussed in previous sections, using the difference re-

ward results in better performances. However, each agent
requires all the information that is used to calculate global
reward and calculates the system reward for each agent. For
many different domains, this assumption is not realistic, or
requires a lot of calculation. Additionally, even if it is pos-
sible, communication is costly, and error prone. It is always
a desired behavior to decrease amount of communication.

On the other hand, previous sections explained the differ-
ence between performances of difference reward and trivial
ones such as global and local. Because of that reason, be-
ing able to use similar structure to difference reward even
in the imperfect communications is a highly desired solution
to multiagent problems. Previous work introduced two dif-
ferent ways of calculating the difference reward in imperfect
knowledge of the environment: truncation and estimation
[?].

Assuming that an agent gets partial information of the
system, difference reward can be calculated by using the
partial knowledge and ignoring the rest of the system. This
approach is called truncation. In contrast, using the partial
information to estimate the rest of the system is another
approach. If the agent can get the global reward signal in
addition to the information, this signal can be used to cal-
culate the first term of the difference reward, which resulted
in different approaches to use difference reward in low com-
munication problems [?].



In the paper discussed above, the authors give the example
of how these different approaches behave in low communica-
tion according to global and local rewards. However, we ex-
plain the reasons behind these performances of the difference
reward approaches in low communication. Additionally, we
define the type of information that the difference reward re-
quires, and how one can design a proper way of measuring
needed information to expect performances closer to the full
communication. To make it easier to explain the concepts,
next section defines the stateless gridworld domain that al-
lows to do analysis of different types of communications and
different types of the rewards.

4. STATELESS GRIDWORLD DOMAIN
The stateless gridworld domain is a toy multiagent domain

based on the cooperation of agents within a gridworld con-
taining points of interests (POI). It is based upon the rover
domain in terms of observation and POIs, but the domain
is discrete and stateless. Unlike typical gridworld domains,
instead of choosing which direction to travel, the agents di-
rectly choose a position where they want to be. Although it
is more simplified than the usual gridworld domain, it still
contains the challenges of a cooperative domain [?]. More-
over, the problem given by the domain can be easily as-
sociated with real world domain where the agents already
have encoded ability to navigate to a chosen point. In this
problem the agents try to learn a team behavior to increase
the amount of observations made by the team at every time
step.

The domain is different from basic stateless problems in
terms of dimensionality and existence of the distance met-
ric. Compared to the a simple congestion problem, there
exists a distance metric that is naturally defined. The com-
munication restrictions of the agents can be applied either
using random sets of agents or using this distance metric.
In this domain, we performed experiments with two types
of communication restrictions. The first type involved re-
stricted communication rates, which limits the number of
agents that any one agent can communicate with at a given
time. The second type involved communication-distances,
agents were only allowed to communicate with other agents
that are within the limit distance.

As expressed above, the main goal for the agents is to
observe POIs. Observation of the POIs is defined according
to the distance, each POI is observed by the closest agent,
and observation value of that POI is determined according
to the distance between the POI and the closest agent. For
the whole system, team utility that the agents try to increase
is the sum of the observations for all of the POIs, defined
as:

G(z) =
X

p∈POIs

max
a∈Agents

(0, β −min(distance(a, p)) (3)

where p represents POI in the system, a represents the agent
which minimizes the distance, and β represents the maxi-
mum distance that a POI can be observed from.

The system utility for the domain is the global reward cal-
culated by the sum of the observations for the POIs. Local
reward for each agent is defined as the amount of obser-
vation made by that specific agent. The difference reward
discussed above is defined as the system utility with the
agent subtracted by the system utility without the agent.

When the domain is partially observable due to limited com-
munications, the difference reward used is formed by either
truncation of estimation methods discussed in the section 3.
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Figure 1: Gridworld types used in the experiments
with different POI distributions

For this paper, the number of POIs in the domain is fixed,
but to prevent a domain specific approach, the distribution
of the POIs is chosen in two different ways. First one dis-
tributes the POIs to the gridworld evenly with equal dis-
tance between them (i.e. 1 POI at every 10th square). Sec-
ond approach distributes the POIs over the edges of the
gridworld, so that the agents have to learn the distribution
over the edges (Figure ??). There are two main differences in
this distribution. First, it makes sure that the agents learn a
specific formation other than basic repulsion, second, in low
communication cases, in optimal distribution, the agents will
not be able to see most of the other agents. Both of these
properties make the second distribution problem harder to
learn for the agents. Although this paper does not include
the cases, the domain is also suitable for the heterogeneous
distributions, or POIs with different weights.

5. EFFECTIVE AREA AND DIFFERENCE
REWARD

This section contains the main contribution of the pa-
per, the definitions required to explain the quality and the
amount of information needed for an agent to calculate dif-
ference reward. First, we start by defining effective area of
an agent. Effective area of an agent in the system is the
set of state variables that the agent’s utility on the system
depends according to. As an example, if we assume that
every cell of the gridworld are the state variables of the en-
vironment, the utility of an agent depends on the position
of the agent and its surroundings. For example, if we move
another agent that is at the other end of the gridworld, this
change does not affect the contribution of the agent on the
other corner.

For the same example but a different approach, if we as-
sume that environment variables are the positions of the
agents, only the variables that represent positions close to
the agent are important for the agent. Looking from the
other side of the problem, the nature of the difference re-
ward addresses this problem by taking the difference of the
system with the agent and without the agent. In this case,
assuming that the disappearance of an agent changes the
dynamics of a specific region, by subtracting second term
from the first term, the region that are not affected by the



agent are already ignored. Combining the definition of the
effective area and the nature of the difference reward in the
stateless domains, one can conclude that difference reward
calculates the contribution of an agent to the system which
is limited to some specific environment variables represented
by the effective area of that agent at that state.

For example, if the system utility is composed of linear
combination of different areas of the system, and a change
in some part of the environment only affects certain elements
of the sum, the formula Gz−Gz−i eliminates the elements in
the sum that are not affected by the change. The resulting
set of the subtraction represents only the affected elements
of the sum, and effective area can be defined as the variables
of the system that can can affect these elements (not only the
elements, all the variables that can affect these elements).

If we formulate the difference reward for the given grid-
world domain, G(z) was defined as a sum of observations
of POIs. Assuming that function for measuring the obser-
vation for a POI p by an agent a is represented by f(p, a),
combining f , Equation ?? and Equation ?? gives:

Di =
X

p∈POIs

max
a∈Agents

f(p, a)−
X

p∈POIs

max
a∈Agents−i

f(p, a) (4)

The terms of first element and the second element only differ
at the places where agent i is the closest agent to the POI p
(Case A). So it is 0 in all the other cases.

Di =
X

p∈POIs

(

max
a∈Agents

f(p, a)− max
a∈Agents−i

f(p, a) Case A

0 else

(5)
For most of the POIs, agent i is out of the range, which
gives the ability to cancel elements from both of the terms.
Canceling every POI that agent i cannot affect, reduces the
Equation ?? to:

Di =
X

p∈range(i)

max
a∈Agents

f(p, a)− max
a∈Agents−i

f(p, a) (6)

This reduced definition of the difference reward does not
require any information about the far POIs and also the
agents that are not in the range of the this small set of
POIs. As a description, the resulting information needed is
composed of the agents that are in range of the POIs for
which the agent i is in the range too. An example to this
description is given in Figure ??.

Considering the stateless gridworld domain, each POI can
be observed from a distance of 10, and given the description
above, in extreme cases, the effective range can increase up
to 20, but most of the cells have a range less than 20. Ac-
cording to the calculations, if an agent has full information
about its surrounding within range 20, it can calculate its
difference reward without any errors. Moreover, this range
does not depend on the size of the gridworld, the same range
can be used even for bigger environments.

6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The set of experiments that are conducted in this section

are ordered as performances of the agents in a specific setup
followed by the degree of factoredness and the analysis of
the rewards and in this given setup. As described, there
are two types of gridworld and two types of communication
(Table ??). All of the experiments contain 20 agents working
on a 100 × 100 gridworld domain. The agents use stateless

Figure 2: Approximate Effective Area of an agent
in gridworld domain. Red dots are the POIs, and
the changes in the gridworld outside the radius does
not affect the difference reward of the agent

action value learning with learning rate of 0.7 and ǫ-greedy
exploration with ǫ = 0.9.

POI-edge POI-even
Random Figures ??, ?? Figures ??, ??

Distance Figures ??, ?? Figures ??, ??

Table 1: Table of the experiments according to the
communication type and gridworld type

First experiment is testing the performances of the agents
in different levels of communication from 0% to 100%. The
communication level allows each agent to only learn (or per-
ceive) the actions (or the positions) of a set of randomly
chosen agents. In the 100% communication case, the agents
can see all the agents in the gridworld, which leads the trun-
cation or the estimation methods become the actual differ-
ence reward. Figure ?? clearly shows that increase in the
communication leads to an increase in the performance of
the agents. Although this is an expected result, we inves-
tigate the reasons by looking at the Figure ?? which shows
the factoredness of the reward structure in the defined do-
main. As the performance graph, we can see an increase at
the factoredness with increasing communication level. Both
performance and factoredness graphs can be explained with
the fact that lower communication levels make the domain
less observable and forces the agents to use less information
or do an approximation of the complete difference reward.

To make sure that the results hold for non homogeneous
distribution, next experiments show the performances of the
agents in a gridworld where the POIs are distributed evenly.
Figure ?? shows a linear increase in the agents performances.
The increase is smaller, because as the POIs are distributed
everywhere, the problem is easier for the agents even when
they behave randomly. So, the performances in 0 communi-
cation is higher than the first experiment, but the same lin-
ear increase can be seen. Looking at the factoredness results
(Figure ??), difference reward has the factoredness propor-
tional to the level of communication. On the other hand,
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Figure 3: Performances of GT and DT in random
communication for POI distribution over the edges.
Communicating with random agents increase the
performances of the DT, more communication gives
better performance.
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Figure 4: Factoredness of GT and DT in random
communication for POI distribution over the edges.
As well as performances, communicating with ran-
dom agents increase the factoredness of DT linearly,
more communication gives better factoredness. This
is related to more information about effective area

global reward has a monotonically increasing factoredness
line, but the shape of the line is different. As this paper is
not interested in truncation of global reward, explanation to
this factoredness levels are left as a possible future work.

In the 4 results explained so far, the approximately linear
increase of the difference reward in both performances and
factoredness can be easily explained by effective area of the
agent. Communicating with more random agents will in-
crease the chances of getting more information on the effec-
tive area. So, linear increase in communication gives linear
increase in factoredness and the performances of the agents.

The first four results might be expected, because they
conclude with more communication results in better per-
formance. They are also similar to the congestion domain
where the communication is defined as acquiring more in-
formation about the environment by communication more
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Figure 5: Performances of GT and DT in random
communication for evenly distributed POIs. As the
problem is easier, performance at 0 is better, but DT
have the same increase with more communication.
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Figure 6: Factoredness of GT and DT in random
communication for evenly distributed POIs. In-
crease in factoredness of DT is exactly linear with
respect to communication, because of getting more
information about effective area gives more factored
problem.

randomly selected agents. On the other hand, when the
agents switch to the limited communication according to
the distance with other agents, the critical results can be
seen in Figure ??. The agents show amazing performances
at the lower communication levels. One can see that even
10% communication is enough for an agent, to be able to
perform close to full communication. Considering the defi-
nition of the difference reward where the main disadvantage
was stated as full communication requirement, this result
lowers this requirement to 10% and makes the difference re-
ward a perfect candidate even for the lower communication
cases.

To be able to explain the difference between two types of
communications, next experiment ?? shows the factoredness
graph for the same experiment. 10% communication level
shows the reason of the performance explained before. The
truncated difference reward that the agents calculate are
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Figure 7: Performances with communication accord-
ing to distance. Only 10% of communication is
enough for DT to perform as well as 100%
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Figure 8: Factoredness with communication accord-
ing to distance. DT becomes fully factored at 10%
communication, because it has most of the informa-
tion about its effective area.

close to totally factored.
The result set for different POI distributions (Figures ??

, ??) holds the same results giving a critical success within
10% communication. Although having mostly factored re-
ward in a domain where an agent can only see 10% of the
world seems unrealistic, it can be easily explained with the
effective area of the stateless gridworld domain. Using the
description of the effective area, 10% is close enough for an
agent to get exact information about its effective area. The
information that the agent gets about the rest of the envi-
ronment is useless for the agent that can use the difference
reward to perform at the top level with smaller amount of
information.

When the same experiment is repeated for bigger domains
(Figure ??) shows that the results hold for different sizes
of the domains and different number of agents. When we
increase number of agents and POIs, the effective area of the
agent does not depend on the number of agents or size of
the domain, it only depends on the limit distance to observe
a POI. As there are more agents and more POIs the agents
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Figure 9: Performances with communication accord-
ing to distance with evenly distributed POIs. Only
10% of communication is enough for DT to perform
as well as 100%
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Figure 10: Factoredness with communication ac-
cording to distance with evenly distributed POIs.
DT becomes fully factored at 10% communication

observe more in bigger domains. Moreover as the system
gets bigger, the area that 10% communication represents
gets bigger, as the size of the effective area is constant, this
indicates that the required communication level decreases to
below 10%.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As discussed before, learning coordination is a challenging

task. Although the difference reward had a big improvement
over the global team reward, problems were arising with less
observable, or low communication domains. This paper an-
alyzed the performances of the truncation of the difference
reward in a low communication domains, and introduced ef-
fective area of an agent to explain the amount and the type
of information that the difference reward needs. ‘ As seen in
the results, the quality of the information can be measured
by information about the effective area, and the informa-
tion that the agent needs depends on that area instead of
all of the environment. As a consequence, we were able to
decrease the information needs of the difference reward to
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Figure 11: The performances with respect to in-
creasing number of agents. Results hold for bigger
systems, as the agents can observe more POIs, per-
formances increase.

10% in an average size the stateless gridworld domain, and
the results show that they can perform as good as to the full
communication level.

In conclusion, the paper shows that if one can define
the effective area of an agent for a specific domain, the
agents can benefit the advantages of using the difference
reward without suffering the communication requirements.
Not only the agents can perform better than global reward,
they can also reach full performance of the difference reward
with less communication, ignoring the information that the
difference reward excludes by its definition.

Future work would extend this into two areas, one future
research direction is the automated discovery of the effective
states of an agent. Although this can be done by human
expertise for some specific domains, automated discovery
of the effective range and applications on different types of
domains can provide the people basis for same good perfor-
mance with less communication that does not depend on the
size of the environment. Another research opportunity can
be approximating the importances of the states in the effec-
tive area, and being able to ignore the less important states
and having approximately same performance while getting
partial information about the effective area of an agent.
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